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All Candidates' performance across questions

Question Title N Mean S D Max Mark F F Attempt %
1-15 831 8.7 2.7 15 58.2 100
16 821 2.3 1.2 4 58 98.8
17 827 6 2.5 12 49.6 99.5
18 828 4.4 2.9 10 43.9 99.6
19 821 7.2 3.4 14 51.8 98.8
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Sticky Note
Usually the question number

Sticky Note
The number of candidates attempting that question

Sticky Note
The mean score is calculated by adding up the individual candidate scores and dividing by the total number of candidates. If all candidates perform well on a particular item, the mean score will be close to the maximum mark. Conversely, if candidates as a whole perform poorly on the item there will be a large difference between the mean score and the maximum mark. A simple comparison of the mean marks will identify those items that contribute significantly to the overall performance of the candidates.However, because the maximum mark may not be the same for each item, a comparison of the means provides only a partial indication of candidate performance. Equal means does not necessarily imply equal performance. For questions with different maximum marks, the facility factor should be used to compare performance.

Sticky Note
The standard deviation measures the spread of the data about the mean score. The larger the standard deviation is, the more dispersed (or less consistent) the candidate performances are for that item. An increase in the standard deviation points to increased diversity amongst candidates, or to a more discriminating paper, as the marks are more dispersed about the centre. By contrast a decrease in the standard deviation would suggest more homogeneity amongst the candidates, or a less discriminating paper, as candidate marks are more clustered about the centre.

Sticky Note
This is the maximum mark for a particular question

Sticky Note
The facility factor for an item expresses the mean mark as a percentage of the maximum mark (Max. Mark) and is a measure of the accessibility of the item. If the mean mark obtained by candidates is close to the maximum mark, the facility factor will be close to 100 per cent and the item would be considered to be very accessible. If on the other hand the mean mark is low when compared with the maximum score, the facility factor will be small and the item considered less accessible to candidates.

Sticky Note
For each item the table shows the number (N) and percentage of candidates who attempted the question. When comparing items on this measure it is important to consider the order in which the items appear on the paper. If the total time available for a paper is limited, there is the possibility of some candidates running out of time. This may result in those items towards the end of the paper having a deflated figure on this measure. If the time allocated to the paper is not considered to be a significant factor, a low percentage may indicate issues of accessibility. Where candidates have a choice of question the statistics evidence candidate preferences, but will also be influenced by the teaching policy within centres.
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Q19 (b) 












Q19 (b) 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 5.The candidate has one line of analysis.  The answer tries to explain how Chinese goods are now relatively cheaper than US goods and, therefore, Chinese imports will increase.  It is not clear whether this Chinese imports in the USA or elsewhere in the world.  Ultimately, it is taken as a limited understanding that the exchange rate change will have a detrimental impact on the US trade balance.  [AO3-2]The evaluation is limited too.  The candidate offers three lines of evaluation but none of them should be considered developed.  For example, the second evaluation ("it does not take into account consumer preferences") could be improved if the candidate went on to explain that consumers might still buy US goods/services even though the price was higher.  [AO4-2]The application is limited.  There is an assertion that "US goods are produced with better quality" and that "there could be possible protectionist measures [in the future]" which shows that the answer is in context.  [AO2-1]












Q16 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 3.Q16 (a) shows correct working and correct to two decimal places.  [2 marks]Q16 (b) identifies 'shares' correctly as the opportunity cost.  But the candidate goes on to perform an incorrect calculation which is not credited.  [1 mark]
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Q.18 (c) Using an example of a fiscal supply-side policy, discuss whether it would 
be effective at achieving the policy objective of low inflation in this 
economy.  [6] 


Band 
AO1 AO3 AO4 


1 mark 3 marks 2 marks 


 
Is there a good example 


of a supply-side fiscal 
policy? 


Does the answer explain 
why the policy will be good 
at achieving low inflation 


Has economic theory 
been used to evaluate 
the arguments made? 


2  3 marks 
A good analysis 


2 marks 
Good evaluation 


1 1 mark 
Appropriate example 


1-2 marks 
A limited analysis 


1 mark 
Limited evaluation 


0 0 marks 
No use of the data 


0 marks 
No or incorrect analysis 


0 marks 
No evaluation offered 


 
Indicative content: 
 
AO1 
Examples might include: 
Influencing incentives to work and to invest (such as decrease in income tax/corporation tax/ 
unemployment benefits) 
Improving infrastructure 
Education and training programmes 
 
AO3 
Good analysis.  Must include a reference to the specific policy offered in AO1. 
 
The answer needs to explain how the policy can lower inflation.  For example, the economy 
in question is suffering from a lack of surplus capacity; it is at full capacity.  Therefore, if the 
government improves the infrastructure, this suddenly creates greater capacity in terms of 
greater transport links and ability for firms to do business with each other (communications 
networks).  It may also lead to an increase in investment as firms see transport costs 
decrease and workers can commute easier so there is a greater incentive to work. 
 
By increasing the capacity, this will help shift the AS curve rightwards, causing an extension 
along the AD curve and a fall in the price level. 
 
AO4 
Good evaluation. Must include a reference to the specific policy offered in AO1. 
 
The supply-side policy infrastructure is likely to be effective only in the long-term.  It takes a 
long time to build the infrastructure and therefore the effects will take a while.  In addition, if 
the government is spending lots of money on the policy, this will cause AD to increase in the 
SR and actually creates upwards pressure on the price level in the short-term. 
Any policy which is not a fiscal supply-side policy (such interest rates, raising the minimum 
wage) can only score a MAX of 3 (limited analysis and limited evaluation). 
 
  












Q18 (c) 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 5.A creditable supply-side fiscal policy 8is indentified.  [AO1-1]There is an excellent chain of analysis which explains why the policy should be effective at achieving low inflation.  It uses accurate economic terms throughout, such as 'productive capacity', 'supply of labour' and 'increased incentives'.  It links back to the diagram (LRAS) and links back to the title question about low inflation.  [AO3-3]There is evaluation ("it depends on the size of LRAS shift compared to AD") but this was only deemed to be limited evaluation - it was generic and undeveloped - and so it only scores 1.  [AO4-1]












Q18 (c) 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 2.The candidate does not identify a creditable fiscal supply-side policy until two-thirds of the way into his/her answer.  Increasing income tax or increasing VAT are not considered to be fiscal supply-side policies.  However, the candidate picks up a mark for identifying 'Government spending on capital expenditure'.  [AO1-1]The analysis is limited.  Whist it describes (correctly) the impact on the AD/AS diagram, the answer never really explains why capital spending would actually lead to low inflation.  [AO3-1]The evaluation refers back to taxes, which were not considered worthy of credit in the first instance.  Therefore, this line of evaluation gains no reward.  Similarly, the last line about "a decrease in AD will have a large effect" which, again, refers back to a demand-side policy rather than a supply-side policy.  [AO4-0]












Q19 (b) 












Q16 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 4.Q16 (a) shows correct working and correct to two decimal places.  [2 marks]Q16 (b) identifies 'shares' correctly as the opportunity cost.  And (although working isn't clear) the correct calculation is presented as the answer (£36,000).  No marks were awarded for the definition.  [2 marks]
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SECTION B 
 
Q.16 (a) Using the House Price Index in Table 1, calculate the price of the 


graduate’s £200 000 house 4 years later in 2017.  Give your answer to two 
decimal places. [2] 


 


AO2 
2 marks 


Correct figure: £278 431.37 (or £278 440.00) [2 marks]  
  
If incorrect, give ONE mark for any ONE of the following: 
 
Rounding up error [1] 
 
Calculation of the correct % change (39.22% or approx. 40%) [1] 
 


Q.16 (b) Identify and calculate the opportunity cost of buying the house. [2] 


 


AO1 1 mark  
 
Identification of the opportunity cost: “Buying UK Shares”.  Can be implicit or 
explicit (£236 000 can be considered implied understanding). 
A definition of opportunity cost should not be credited. 
 
AO2 1 mark  
Calculation can be presented either as £236 000 
OR £36 000. 
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 (c) Using an example of a fiscal supply-side policy, discuss whether it would be effective at 
achieving the policy objective of low inflation in this economy.  [6]
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Q18 (c) 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 5.A creditable supply-side fiscal policy 8is indentified.  [AO1-1]There is an excellent chain of analysis which explains why the policy should be effective at achieving low inflation.  It uses accurate economic terms throughout, such as 'productive capacity', 'supply of labour' and 'increased incentives'.  It links back to the diagram (LRAS) and links back to the title question about low inflation.  [AO3-3]There is evaluation ("it depends on the size of LRAS shift compared to AD") but this was only deemed to be limited evaluation - it was generic and undeveloped - and so it only scores 1.  [AO4-1]












Q18 (c) 












Q18 (c) 












Q16 












Q16 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 2.Q16 (a) shows correct working but the answer is not rounded correctly to two decimal places.  [1 mark]Q16 (b) - the value of £236,000 is credited as an implied understanding of 'shares' being the opportunity cost.  However, the candidate goes on to perform an incorrect calculation which is not credited.  [1 mark]












Q19 (b) 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 7.The candidate thoroughly explains the likely impact on the US trade balance: "the demand for US exports falls" and the "increasing of Chinese export [US imports]".  In this short paragraph, there is clear understanding of what the trade balance is and the likely impact on both imports and exports of an artificially low Chinese exchange rate.  [AO3-4]The evaluation is good.  The candidate offers two lines of evaluation ("depends on the level of trade between the two countries" and "depends on the PED or US exports").  Both points have a second sentence of analysis, which helps to move into a higher band.  The evaluation is not developed enough, however, for full marks to be considered.  [AO4-3]There is no application here.  The candidate uses the country names of China and USA but the evaluations are fairly generic and none of the points made are either based on this particular context or supported by the case study in Q19.  If this answer was about the UK and India, for example, all the points would be equally valid and this is a hallmark of poor evaluation.  [AO2-0]












Q16 
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 (b) Evaluate whether Donald Trump’s claims that China is holding its exchange rate artificially 
below the free market level is likely to worsen the US trade balance.   [10]
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Q19 (b) 
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Q.19 (b) Evaluate whether Donald Trump’s claims that China is holding its exchange 
rate artificially below the free market level is likely to worsen the US’ trade 
balance. [10] 


Band 
AO1 AO2 AO3 AO4 


2 marks 2 marks 2 marks 4 marks 


 


Good 
understanding of 


the effects on 
trade balance? 


Is the answer in 
context about the 


relationship 
between the US 


and China? 


AO1 points are 
developed in order 
to explain why the 


effects on trade 
balance is 
occurring 


Has economic 
theory been used 


to evaluate the 
arguments made? 


2 


2 marks 
Good 
understanding 
 
Explicit or implicit 


2 marks 
Good application 


2 marks 
A good analysis 
 
Both sides (X and 
M) of the trade 
balance need to 
be considered 


3-4 marks 
Clear, well-
reasoned and 
balanced 
evaluation 
 
Clear reference to 
economic theory 
to justify the 
judgement 


1 


1 mark 
Limited 
understanding 


1 mark 
Limited application 


1 mark 
A limited analysis 
 
Only one side of 
the trade balance 
is considered 


1-2 marks 
Limited evaluation  
 
The evaluation 
may be 
unbalanced and 
superficial 


0 0 marks 
No use of the data 


0 marks 
No application 


0 marks 
No or incorrect 
analysis 


0 marks 
No evaluation 
offered 


 
Indicative content: 
 
AO1/AO3 
 
The trade balance represents the relationship between a country’s exports and imports.  
With a low exchange rate held below the free market level, the price of US exports is held 
artificially higher and their goods are now less competitive.  Therefore, there should be a fall 
in US exports. 
 
Similarly, the price of Chinese imports is now lower to US consumers; they are more 
competitive and therefore Chinese imports should rise. 
 
Together, then, higher Chinese imports and lower US exports should see a deterioration in 
the US’ trade balance. 
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AO4 (Evaluation): 


It depends on the PED for exports and imports.  For example, if imports are inelastic, 
consumers may continue to buy them anyway despite the higher prices.  There is NO 
requirement to mention the J curve but, if correct, it should be credited. 


It depends on the extent of the devaluation.  Obviously, President Trump contends that it is a 
significant factor but, without figures, we are unclear. 


The US has other trading partners – not just China.  Therefore, its trade balance does not 
completely depend on the outcome of trading with China (although, admittedly, it is very 
significant). 


It depends on how Trump reacts with regard to protectionist policies of his own.  Trump may 
enact legislation (like quotas) that restrict Chinese imports despite their competitive price. 


AO2 


Any appropriate use of the data should be credited. 


This is not an exhaustive list of factors. 


2520U10-1 WJEC AS Economics - Unit 1 MS S18/DM 
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SECTION B


Answer all the questions in the spaces provided.


16. In 2013 a university graduate inherited £200 000.  She decided to buy an asset. She had two 
choices: buy a £200 000 house or buy £200 000 worth of UK shares.


 She bought the house.


 Over the course of the next four years, UK share prices increased in value by 18%.


Table 1 - UK House Price Index 2013-17


Year 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017


UK house price index 510 570 630 680 710


 (a) Using the House Price Index in Table 1, calculate the price of the graduate’s £200 000 
house four years later in 2017. Give your answer to two decimal places.   [2]


 


 


 


 


 (b) Identify and calculate the opportunity cost of buying the house.  [2]
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Q18 (c) 



Sticky Note

This answer scores 3.A creditable supply-side fiscal policy is identified.  [AO1-1]  There is no mark for the definition.The analysis is limited.  Whilst it describes (correctly) the impact on the AD/AS diagram, the answer never really explains why education and training or infrastructure would actually lead to low inflation.  [AO3-1]There is evaluation ("it causes AD to shift, which actually causes inflation") but this was only deemed to be limited evaluation - it was generic and undeveloped - and so it only scores 1.  [AO4-1]  The last line is 'throwaway' and adds no value to the essay; there are no marks awarded here.











